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REZUMAT. Această lucrare prezintă unele cercetări experimentale privind precizia de prelucrare a unei mașini 
unelte de debitat cu laser, împreună cu o abordare pentru a elimina sau a reduce erorile de poziţionare și de 
conturare rezultate după debitarea foilor de tablă cu viteze de tăiere diferite. Precizia mașinii unelte a fost testată 
înainte și după procesul de acordare (reglare) a sistemului. Acordarea componentelor comenzii numerice pentru 
a îmbunătăţi precizia echipamentului, poate conduce la obţinerea unei piese mai precise și la un proces de 
producţie mai stabil. Cercetările prezentate în această lucrare pot fi folosite pentru a conduce la o tehnologie de 
debitare mai precisă. Având în vedere că orice sistem are o anumită întârziere în ceea ce privește reacţia la 
instrucţiuni, prin acordarea sistemului se poate reduce această întârziere obţinând-se o traiectorie mai precisă și 
prin urmare un produs mai bun calitativ. Cercetările prezentate în această lucrare arată că este posibilă o 
creștere a performanţei mașinii  unelte cu un cost scăzut, fără a înlocui echipamentul și fără o intervenţie 
complexă asupra sa. Prin urmare, acestea pot ajuta o companie să reducă timpul necesar fabricării unui produs 
și a rămână competitivă. 

Cuvinte cheie: reglare, debitare cu laser, eroare de conturare, viteză de debitare. 

Abstract. This paper presents some experimental researches regarding the manufacturing accuracy of a laser 
cutting machine together with an approach to eliminate the positioning and contouring errors resulted after 
cutting corners with different speeds. In order to reduce the errors, a tuning process of the feed drives of the 
machine was accomplished. After the tuning process, the accuracy of the machine was tested to compare it with 
the results before tuning 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An industrial production is often characterized by 
high quality demands of the products that need to be 
realized and small time spans to deliver the product. 
For this reason, industrial companies need to maintain 
its equipment in such parameters that is able to deliver 
the quality required in and of course in the required 
time. A variety of factors can negatively affect the 
precision of a NC equipment, so special precautions 
have to be taken when programming a machine-tool 
for an operation that demands a high accuracy. 

The feed systems are of course one of the most 
important components for achieving a high precision 
assimilated with the electromechanical motion control 
structures. The feed systems can be realized in a 
modular and reconfigurable structure. The possibility 
of using modular cutting systems also allows a 
significant cut of the costs of such equipment, without 
implying a loss of performances [1]. 

The performances of modular reconfigurable 
cutting systems can be assessed by analyzing the 
dynamic behavior of the numerical axes on each 
motion axis, but also the kinematic accuracy (which 

can be described function of the motion type as 
positioning precision for the movement on each 
individual axis or as contouring precision in the case of 
multi-axial movement), this also allowing to determine 
the main causes for errors and the possibilities of 
compensating them [2]. 

The movement instructions are materialized by the 
numerical axes. The servo systems of the machine 
tools are defined as closed loops systems. There are 
three basic servo control loops (the position loop, the 
velocity loop and the current loop). Based on the 
feedback, the command is constantly corrected for the 
axis to follow the desired path. 

To obtain a better performance the loop gain for 
each control loop is adjusted by tuning the system. 
Considering that any system have a lag, by tuning the 
system can be reached a smaller lag, a higher loop gain 
resulting in a better path accuracy which means a more 
precise part. 

Errors introduced by the functioning of the 
numerical axes represent the main part of errors when 
using CNC machine-tools. 

This paper focuses on improving the contouring 
accuracy of a laser cutting machine by experimental 
process and system tuning. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES 

The experimental researches were carried out on 
Mazak NTX-48 Champion laser cutting machine using 
a CO2 laser and having following characteristic 
working parameters: 

– NC control unit: Mazak L-32B; 
– maximal power output: 1.5 kW; 
– positioning precision on X and Y axes: ±0.01/ 

100 mm; 
– positioning precision on Z axis: ±0.01/500 mm; 
– maximal machining feed rate: 10 m/min; 
– impulse frequency: from 0 to 2000 Hz. 
The parts that were processed on the machine were 

made of S355JR steel sheets, with thicknesses of 
6 mm.  

To assess the dimensional errors and thus the 
machine's precision, the aim was to obtain rectangular 
shapes different NC setups and working regimes. 

The input parameters of the experimental system 
(for one axis) are shown in table 1. 
 

Table 1. Input parameters of the experimental system 

Parameter Unit Value 
Motor rated power P  [W] 300 
Motor rated armature voltage Ub  [V] 75 
Motor rated torque M  [Nm] 1.18 
Motor rated rotating speed n [min–1] 2500 
Motor instantaneous maximum 
armature current i 

[A] 40 

Motor armature winding resistance R  [ Ω] 1.1 
Motor torque constant Kt  [Nm/A] 0.273 
Motor velocity constant  Kv  [Vs/rad] 0.273 
Motor instantaneous maximum 
angular acceleration ε 

[rad/s2] 38400 

Motor rotor inertia Jm  [ kgm2] 0.270 · 10–3

Load inertia Jl [ kgm2] 2.583 · 10–3

Motor viscous braking  constant Bm  [Nms/rad] 3.7242 · 10–4

Load viscous braking  constant Bl  [Nms/rad] 82 · 10–4 
Tachometer gain Kth  [Vs/rad] 0.00668 
Lead screw step [mm] 5 
Gear ratio Kg – 1 
Incremental encoder gain Ke  [imp/rad] 2500/2π 
Mass of the slide [kg] 30 
Cutting force [N] 1000 
Sampling period T [s] 0.01 
 

Cutting corners at 90 o, without stopping in the 
corner, is one of the situations in which the system 
behavior has a decisive influence on the machine 
accuracy. 

Two kinds of errors can occur when cutting a 
corner: under cutting (less important in practice, 
because the corners are provided with corner radius) 
and over cutting, which adversely affect the profile 
obtained. 

The occurrence of one or other of the two types 
of errors is determined by the input of signal level of 
the automatic position adjustment on the axis of the 
servo systems. 

To evaluate the error size occurred at the corner 
point, the parts were cut using speeds between 1500 
and 600 mm/min (from 0,025 to 0,01 m/s). The parts 
were then measured on ZEISS CONTOURECORD 
1600 D measuring device. 

In figure1 are shown the shape of the parts with 
two corners of 90o, used for the experiment and in 
figure 2, an aspect during cutting. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Parts cut for the 
experiment. 

 

Fig. 2. Aspect during 
cutting. 

 
In figures 3 and 4 contouring errors are shown 

when cutting a corner with a speed of 1500 mm/min 
(fig. 3) and 1000 mm/min (fig. 4). 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Contouring errors when cutting a rectangle from a steel 
sheet of 6 mm thickness with a speed of 1500 mm/min. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Contouring errors when cutting a rectangle from a steel 
sheet of 6 mm thickness with a speed of 1000 mm/min. 
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Fig. 5. Contouring errors when cutting a rectangle from a steel sheet  
of 6 mm thickness with a speed of 600 mm/min. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Contouring errors when cutting a 90o corner after tuning. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Contouring errors when cutting a 90o corner after tuning. 
 

In figure 5 contouring errors are shown when cut-
ting a corner with a speed of 600 mm/min. Figures 6 
and 7 shows cut parts after tuning the system. 

The experimental being aimed at reducing the 
errors, the system was tuned using straightness 
compensation. This compensates for the geometrical 
inaccuracies (squareness) of the axes of the machine 
tool by adjusting the position of adjacent axes based 
on the position of the measured axis. [3] 

3. CONCLUSION 

This paper presented a joint simulation and 
experimental approach for studying the behavior of the 
feed drives of profiling equipment, seen as mecha-
tronic motion control system. A model of the feed 
drive was built, which was used for the simulation 
process. 
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The effects of the technological forces, friction and 
pre-tensioning of the ball screw system were also taken 
into consideration by introducing disturbance torques. 
The controllers within the system were tuned by a 
combined method using both analytic relations for the 
position controller and also a trial-and-error simulation 
process for the other ones.  The main goal of the tuning 
process was to achieve a good dynamic behavior of the 
system. The experimental results presented in figures 7 
and 8 shows the experimental results before and after 
tuning the system, which validate the proposed 
approach. 
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